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Abstract. Fundamental processes leading to the erosion of hydrocarbon films
due to energetic argon ions and hydrogen atoms have been investigated using
molecular dynamics simulations. A generic mechanism has been identified
for carbon erosion due to energetic (150 eV) argon ions in the presence of
sub-eV hydrogen atoms. This surface erosion process, which we callhydrogen
enhanced physical sputtering(HEPS), is primarily a physical sputtering
mechanism, enhanced due to the screening effect of hydrogen atoms. The
energetic argon ions create open bonds within their penetration range. The
hydrogen atoms passivate the open bonds created within the first few atomic
layers. Subsequent ion bombardment causes the breaking of C–C bonds within
and beyond the H penetration range. The steric effect of H atoms bound to the
top layer of carbon atoms prevents the re-attachment of the broken bonds, and
this leads to unsaturated molecule emission from the surface. The kinetic energy
of the emitted molecules is above thermal energy and the emission takes place
within 5 ps after the ion impact.
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1. Introduction and motivation

Hydrogen isotope retention in carbon-based plasma-facing materials is a potentially limiting
constraint in the long-term operation of fusion reactors [1]–[3]. As of now there is no real
substitute for carbon for handling high heat fluxes in the divertors of tokamaks. The interaction
of hydrogen with carbon-based plasma-facing components (PFCs) leads to their erosion by
both momentum transfer processes (physical sputtering) and chemical reactions [4]. The various
eroded hydrocarbon (CxHy) radicals get deposited in the form of a thin layer on the inner surface
of fusion devices [5]–[9]. Future reactors will use tritium as fuel, and hence the tritium inventory
build-up may lead to various safety issues limiting the operation as well as to economic
constraints due to fuel retention.

The PFCs interact with both energetic and thermal hydrogen species. In order to understand
and quantify the influence of the energetic particles on carbon erosion, various experiments
employing hydrogen ion beams have been performed [10, 11]. The experiments showed that
the resulting erosion rates at moderate energies are far higher than expected from physical
sputtering. The same enhancement was also found in experiments on the erosion of graphite
or amorphous hydrocarbon films (a-C:H) where the kinetic energy and the chemical reactivity
were supplied by two independent particle fluxes, a beam of energetic argon ions and another
flux of thermal hydrogen atoms [12]–[16]. The resulting erosion rates were higher than both the
expectedphysical sputteringrate as well as thechemical erosionrate due to the hydrogen atoms,
which in some experimental cases was zero due to the sample being at ambient temperature. In
order to indicate that both momentum transfer processes and chemical reactions play a role in
this enhanced erosion process, it is commonly referred to aschemical sputtering[4].

Chemical erosionof carbon by hydrogen is a thermally driven process which does not
require any energetic species and has been studied using thermal hydrogen atom beams [17].
An incident hydrogen atom creates a radical site by abstracting a bound hydrogen from the
surface. The radical site relaxes via the emission of a neighbouring CH3 radical. The molecule
ejection is a thermally activated process with an energy barrier of 1.6 eV. Therefore, it happens
only at elevated surface temperatures.

Physical sputteringof a-C : H films by hydrogen ions has been extensively investigated in
the past both by experimental [18] and computational means [19]–[21]. It is essentially an elastic
collision process, in which the momentum of the energetic incident atom is either transferred
directly to the sputtered atom or by indirect means, i.e. by creating primary knock-on atoms
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followed by a collision cascade. The sputtered particles originate from the first few atomic
layers, and the sputtering process occurs within a few picoseconds’ time. There exists an energy
threshold for this process and the energy distribution of the sputtered species is well above
thermal energies.

Another recently described erosion mechanism, termedswift chemical sputtering, has been
identified by Salonenet al [22] using molecular dynamics simulations . In this process, incident
ions with energies down to about 2 eV cause the kinetic emission of hydrocarbon radicals from
a-C:H films. The process has been reported for both hydrogen and helium ions [23, 24] and is
therefore considered by some as a special case of physical sputtering [25]. It is, however, also
not able to explain the high experimental yields of [13, 14].

No single definition for the termchemical sputteringcan be found in the literature yet. For
an overview of the chemical sputtering of carbon see [4]. In that paper, chemical sputtering is
defined in a very general sense as any process in which ion bombardment promotes chemical
reactions which lead to an enhancement of the erosion rate over both the physical sputtering
rate and the rate caused by the same flux of the reactive particles at thermal energies. The
chemical sputtering of graphite by D+, D+

2 and D+
3 ions in the very low energy range between

5 and 60 eV per D was recently investigated both experimentally and with molecular dynamics
simulations and good agreement was found [26]–[28].

Chemical sputtering by two individual beams of energetic noble gas ions and thermal
hydrogen atoms was studied in particle beam experiments [13]–[16] for different Ar energies
and a varying hydrogen to argon flux ratio of between 0 and≈ 500. It was observed that the
additional flux of hydrogen atoms leads to a dramatic increase in the sputtering yield. Variation
of the Ar+ energy in the range from 20 to 800 eV at a constant H/Ar+ flux ratio of 400 showed
an energy dependence which could not be explained by a pure physical sputtering mechanism.
Hopf et al [13] proposed a model which explains the observed chemical sputtering by C–C
bond breaking due to energetic Ar ions and the passivation of the broken bonds by thermal H
atoms followed by the diffusion of the saturated volatile molecules to the surface. However,
the adequacy of this phenomenologically derived atomistic picture of the erosion mechanism
is not clear. Therefore, in the present study, we perform molecular dynamics simulations to
gain insight into the atomistic picture of this synergistic erosion process which is not accessible
by experiments. In the simulations amorphous hydrocarbon (a-C:H) films are bombarded by
150 eV Ar ions in a background of low energy (0.5 eV) hydrogen atoms.

Section 2 describes the details of the simulation for the sample preparation and the
bombardment studies, followed by the results in section3. The results are discussed in section4.
In section5, the conclusions are presented together with an outlook.

2. Simulation method

2.1. Sample preparation and characterization

A molecular dynamics simulation code, Hydrocarbon Parallel Cascade (HCParCas version
V3.22), has been used which employs a fifth-order predictor–corrector Gear algorithm to
calculate the positions and velocities of particles using adaptive time steps [29]. The a-C:H
samples were prepared by annealing a collection of carbon and hydrogen atoms using the
Brenner potential for C–H and C–C interactions [30, 31]. The sample preparation was similar
to the preparation method given in [32].
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The initial sample contained 1000 randomly positioned atoms with the random placement
restricted to interatomic distances above a threshold distance of 1.1 Å. This approach avoids
the problem of persistent long range correlations in crystalline samples amorphized by particle
bombardment. The sample was annealed several times in temperature cycles from 300 to 4000 K
and back to 300 K at a temperature rate of 0.01 K fs−1. Berendsen scalings [33] were used for
the temperature and pressure control, and periodic boundary conditions were applied along the
xyz-directions of the sample. After 50 ns annealing at 300 K the periodic boundary along the
z-axis was removed, followed by another 7 ns of equilibration time to cure artificially broken
bonds. Atoms within a distance of 3 Å of the bottom of the cell were fixed for mimicking
the effect of an underlying bulk layer. Also, the prolonged relaxation helped to identify and
remove H2 molecules formed within the sample during annealing. As the next step of the surface
preparation, the sample was bombarded with low energy (5 eV) Ar atoms with random impact
angles and locations to get rid of loosely bound C atoms on the surface, which arise due to the
removal of periodic boundary conditions along thez-axis.

Finally, to mimick the experimental conditions, the surface was exposed to a flux of thermal
H atoms. After another 12 ns of annealing, the sample with dimensions of 14× 14× 28 Å3 had
930 atoms with an H/C ratio of 0.61 and a density of 1.750 g cm−3. Very similar values—
H/C = 0.64 and a density of 1.7 g cm−3—have been reported for a-C:H layers deposited from
ethylene plasma discharges [34]. The fractions of 3-fold and 4-fold coordinated carbon atoms
were 60 and 37%, which is in good agreement with the experimental data for a-C:H films
with properties intermediate between hard and soft [35]. The amorphous nature of the sample
has been characterized by the radial density distribution function (RDF) of the carbon atoms
computed for the carbon network by

g(r ) =
V

4πr 2N2

〈∑
i

∑
i 6= j

δ(Er − Er i j )

〉
, (1)

whereV is the volume,N is the number of particles in the system, andEr i j is the distance between
particlesi and j . The RDF gives the conditional probability of finding an interparticle distance
of r . Thusg(r ) provides a measure of local spatial ordering.

2.2. Bombardment simulations

The sample was bombarded with monoenergetic 150 eV Ar atoms at an angle of 45◦ with respect
to the surface normal and at random azimuthal angles. The more generic off-normal impact
angle was chosen to avoid any particularities which may be associated with the special case of
normal incidence, and at the same time resembles the conditions in fusion experiments more
closely. The Ar interactions with carbon and hydrogen atoms were modelled using additive
pair-potentials of the Ziegler–Biersack–Littmark type [36].

The bombarding atoms were initialized at a height of 7 Å above the surface, which is
beyond the largest cut-off radius of 4.5 Å of all the potentials used in this simulation. The Ar
bombardment simulations were run for 5 ps. In the sample, the energetic argon atoms were
typically thermalized within 0.5 ps after the impact, and thereafter the sample was relaxed for
another 4.5 ps. Monoenergetic hydrogen atoms of 0.5 eV energy were incident upon the Ar
bombarded surface with 45◦ polar and random azimuthal angles. The simulation time for a
single H bombardment was 5 ps, and 50 H atoms were incident for each Ar atom. We refer to
one such sequence of one Ar impact followed by 50 hydrogen atoms as one co-bombardment
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Figure 1. Radial distribution function derived from neutron scattering
experiments (from [37], figure 1, curve 3) compared with the RDF of the
generated MD sample.

simulation cycle. The number of hydrogen atoms (50) was determined in such a way that
an increase in the number of hydrogen atoms had no detectable impact on the simulation
with the present argon energy of 150 eV, since the total amount of near-surface hydrogen was
in saturation; additionally incident H atoms were either reflected from the sample or simply
replaced hydrogen atoms already present on the surface. Also, H abstraction and formation of
H2 molecules could be observed, but the total number of hydrogen atoms showed only small
fluctuations around the saturation value.

The co-bombardment simulation was carried out in 11 equivalent sets, i.e. calculated
with identical parameters but different random number initializations. Every set consisted of
13 cumulative repetitions of the (1 Ar + 50 H) co-bombardment simulation cycle plus one
additional, final Ar impact. In total, the surface was bombarded by 7150 hydrogen and 154 Ar
atoms in the 11 simulation sets.

For comparison, two additional sets of cumulative bombardment runs were performed with
only Ar atoms and with only H atoms, respectively. These sets were organized in every respect
like the co-bombardment simulation sets described before, except that bombardment by one of
the projectile species was left out.

3. Results

The amorphous nature of the sample before bombardment was characterized by the RDF and
compared with the data obtained from neutron scattering experiments [37], as is shown in
figure 1. The location of the peaks indicating the next-neighbour (1.5 Å) and second-next-
neighbour (2.8 Å) distances are in good agreement with the experimental data. Even though
the less pronounced peak at 3.8 Å coincides, the influence of the finite size of the MD sample
on this peak of the computed RDF has to be kept in mind. The structure below 1 Å in the
measurement is due to H2 molecule contributions present in the experimental data since the
experimental RDF is given by the superposition of contributions of all atom pairs (C–C, C–H
and H–H), which is also the reason for the shoulder at 2 Å. The RDF was also computed after
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Table 1. Film properties before and after bombardment simulations. The
quantities in brackets are for the upper half (14 Å) of the sample. The displayed
values are averaged over all corresponding simulation sets and the standard
deviations. Given are the numbers of C and H atoms in the sample as well as
their ratio H/C. The bond distribution gives the number of C–C coordinations
(for details see text).

Bond distribution

Sample C H H/C 1C 2C 3C 4C

Initial 510 315 0.618 8 169 267 66
(177) (0.616)

H only 510 346 0.678 8 169 269 64
(208± 1) (0.725)

Ar only 499± 3 292± 4 0.584 12± 1 196± 2 260± 1 31± 1
(154± 6) (0.559)

Ar|H 484± 3 323± 4 0.667 16± 1 187± 2 241± 2 39± 2
(190± 4) (0.715)
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Figure 2. Average H/C ratio of the sample before and after one Ar|H simulation
cycle.

bombardment and the difference with the initial RDF lies within the statistical fluctuations. This
confirms that the cumulative bombardment did not significantly harm the structural integrity of
the sample.

Some key properties of the sample, before and after the various bombardment events, are
compared in table1. The given numbers of atoms include only the active atoms, i.e. all atoms
except those fixed at the bottom 3 Å of the sample. Since the structure of the sample is given
by the network of carbon atoms from here on we refer to the carbon–carbon bond number as
carbon coordination, which explicitly excludes the number of C–H bonds. It can be seen that in
the case of H-only simulations the number of carbon atoms of the initial sample is unchanged by
the additionally offered hydrogen, i.e. no erosion occurred. Figure2 shows the comparison of
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Figure 3. The surface structure after 12 Ar impacts: (a) Ar-only case, (b) Ar|H
case. Representation of the sample atoms: hydrogen by small light grey spheres,
argon by dark grey spheres, carbon by light grey spheres.

the H/C ratio as a function of depth for the initial sample and the Ar|H bombarded sample after
one cycle of simulations (1 Ar and 50 H) averaged over 11 sets. The increase in the hydrogen
content is restricted to the upper part of the sample (3 Å), forming a thin, hydrogen-enriched
layer which has also been observed in other simulations [38]. Nevertheless, a comparison of
the C–C bond statistics between the initial sample and the sample after H exposure reveals
that the carbon network is not affected by this increase of surface H content, because most
of the hydrogen atoms are added to the already existing open bonds in the initial sample. In
the case of physical sputtering by Ar bombardment, an average loss of 11 C atoms has been
observed, which corresponds to an erosion yield of 0.8± 0.2 C Ar−1. The Ar bombardment
increases the number of carbon atoms with a lower carbon coordination number at the expense
of 4-fold coordinated carbon atoms. At the same time, the upper part is depleted of hydrogen
since the average loss ratio is C : H= 1 : 2. This depletion has also been noticed by Beardmore
and Smith [39], however at Ar energies of 1 keV.

In the case of co-bombardment, on average 26 carbon atoms were lost, corresponding
to a yield of 1.9± 0.2 C Ar−1. The incident hydrogen is incorporated into the surface layer
maintaining its supersaturated condition as can be seen from the H/C ratio. Taking into account
the reduced number of C atoms in the sample, the bond distribution indicates the increased
appearance of terminal C atoms in addition to the changes induced by the physical sputtering
processes. This structural difference can be more clearly deduced from a visual comparison of
the surface structures displayed in figure3.

Figure4 shows the distribution of added H atoms as a function of depth after 7150 impact
events over 11 sets of simulations in the co-bombardment case. The energetic bombardment
causes an increased surface roughness of the samples since molecule chains stick out of the
surface. Furthermore, the additionally incorporated hydrogen causes some ‘swelling’ of the
surface layers. This hampers the unambiguous definition of the surface location after several
impact events in each individual case, but the averaged depth scale of the individual runs is
sufficiently stable. After co-bombardment the sample was elongated along thez-direction to a
total extension from bottom to top of up to 33.3 Å compared to its original 28 Å. Thez location
of the outermost atom is taken as the origin of the depth scale in all subsequent plots. Positive
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Figure 4. Distribution of implanted Ar and H projectiles and the origin of eroded
C atoms within the sample in Ar|H simulations. The vertical line indicates the
initial surface.

z-values lie below the surface. The mean depth of the additionally incorporated hydrogen is
6.3 Å (1 Å w.r.t. to the original surface). A huge fraction of hydrogen was reflected (6293 out
of 7150), which means on average 78 new hydrogen atoms were added per simulation set.
Since there was an exchange between already present hydrogen and the newly added ones, on
average 52 hydrogen atoms were additionally incorporated into the sample. At the same time,
44 hydrogen atoms left the sample in eroded hydrocarbons so that only 8 additional H are found
at the end of the simulation set (see table1).

In comparison, the average number of atoms added in the H-only case is 31, which is
significantly lower than in the case of Ar|H, although the mean depth of the added hydrogen is
very similar (≈1.3 Å w.r.t. the original surface). This shows that the Ar bombardment did not
cause additional diffusion of H atoms into the bulk at 300 K, rather it created more dangling
bonds on the surface and thereby facilitated the addition of more H atoms. In both simulation
sets the simulation time was 350 ps.

Furthermore, figure4 shows the depth profile of the implanted Ar atoms along with the
profile of the eroded C atoms. The mean ejection depth of the carbon atoms is about 7.5±

1.4 Å w.r.t. the new surface (2.3 Å w.r.t. the original surface). The distribution of the Ar atoms
after being thermalized is very broad with a maximum around 12 Å. The broad distribution
indicates that the individual collision cascades are very different. The depth profile of the
displaced carbon atoms due to cumulative Ar bombardment is shown in figure5. A carbon
atom was considered as displaced when an initially existing C–C bond was still broken at the
end of the Ar simulation set (bombardment by 14 Ar atoms). It can be seen that most of the
atomic displacement happened within a distance of 6–8 Å inside the sample and the maximum
of the C displacement distribution coincides with the maximum of the distribution of the eroded
C atoms.

In figure 6, the variation of the numbers of atoms with carbon coordination numbern
(number of C–C bonds),n = 1, . . . , 4, is plotted as a function of Ar impact events for the Ar|H
case. The numbers are normalized to the number of carbon atoms after every Ar bombardment
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Figure 5. Depth profile of the average number of displaced carbon atoms due to
Ar bombardment per simulation set (14 Ar impacts).
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Figure 6. Carbon–carbon coordination and number of carbon atoms in the
sample as a function of the number of Ar impact events in the Ar–H case.
The lines without symbols show the numbers of atoms with carbon coordination
numbern, n = 1, . . . , 4, normalized to the number of carbon atoms in the sample
after each Ar impact and rescaled such that their initial values are 1.

event in the sample and rescaled such that their initial values are 1. It can be seen that the
numbers of singly and doubly coordinated atoms are increased at the expense of 3- and 4-fold
coordinated atoms. The analysis of the sputtered species for the Ar-alone and Ar|H cases are
shown in figure7. The erosion histogram shows the fraction of different ejected hydrocarbon
radicals normalized to the total number of ejection events. It can be seen that the fraction of
CxHy, wherex > 3, is small in both cases. Nevertheless, the fraction of eroded C2 and C3

molecules is significantly higher if additional hydrogen is present. No carbon erosion was
observed in pure hydrogen bombardment simulations.
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Figure 7. Distribution of the number of carbon atoms in the sputtered molecules
in both Ar|H and Ar-only cases.
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Figure 8. Histogram of the emission time of eroded carbon atoms after the
Ar impact. Most of the larger molecules were eroded at later times(>2.5 ps),
contributing a high fraction to the number of carbon atoms.

Figure8 is the temporal profile of carbon atoms ejected in the form of CxHy molecules. It
can be seen that all of the carbon atoms were ejected within a time of 5 ps after bombardment.
A closer inspection of the emission time reveals that most of the smaller hydrocarbons (C1Hy)
were ejected within 1 ps after the Ar impact. Most of the larger molecules were eroded at later
times(> 2.5 ps), contributing a high fraction of the eroded carbon atoms in the case of Ar|H
simulations. In the Ar-only case, the lack of molecules with more than three C atoms (see
figure7) prevents the occurrence of any late emissions.

Figure 9 shows the kinetic energy distribution of the ejected CxHy molecules, forx ∈

{1, 2, 3, 4}. The kinetic energy of the eroded molecules is above thermal energy in nearly all
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Figure 9. Energy distribution of sputtered carbon atoms. The high energy tail in
the Ar|H case indicates the increased fraction of loosely bound C atoms.

cases and the emission is therefore a direct consequence of the ion impact in both the Ar only
and the co-bombardment cases. The energy of the higher hydrocarbons (x > 3) is also above
the thermal range (0.5–2 eV). The high energy tail in the Ar|H simulations is due to the more
pronounced occurrence of loosely bound carbon atoms.

4. Discussion

In the case of bombardment by Ar only, we observed physical sputtering with a yield of
0.8± 0.2 C/Ar. For comparison, TRIM.SP [21] calculations were performed for a sample with
the density and stoichiometry of the initial MD sample; they predict a yield of 0.47. In these
calculations, the surface binding energy for carbon was set to 2.8 eV because it is known that
this value leads to good agreement with experimental data for the physical sputtering of a-C:H
films with 30% hydrogen at perpendicular incidence [16]. When comparing the TRIM.SP value
to the MD yield it should be kept in mind, that the experimental yields were measured in steady
state with a surface partly depleted of hydrogen due to the ion bombardment. Therefore, for
the initial sputtering of a hydrogen-rich fresh film like the MD sample a somewhat increased
sputtering yield is to be expected.

In the co-bombardment case, we observed the ejection of unsaturated radicals from
a-C:H layers at 300 K surface temperature with a much higher yield of 1.9± 0.2. This can
be attributed to the abundance of hydrogen in the top layers of the film. The process of erosion
can be described as follows: Ar atoms create open bonds within their penetration range (mean
range≈ 8 Å) resulting in the formation of linear hydrocarbon chains. The fractions of singly
and doubly coordinated atoms are increased at the expense of 3- and 4-fold coordinated atoms,
as shown in figure6. The damage created is mostly in the top layers, as can be seen from the
depth profile of the displaced atoms (figure6), which is in reasonable agreement with TRIM.SP
calculations [13]. In the case of the Ar|H simulations, the open bonds in the top layers are
passivated due to hydrogen bombardment, resulting in hydrogen-rich upper layers. This can be
seen from the H/C ratio of the top layers of the film which is given in table1 and figure2
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for both the Ar-alone and Ar|H cases. The surface structure of the film after 12 Ar impacts for
both the Ar-alone and Ar|H cases is shown in figure3. In the case of pure Ar bombardment,
the long hydrocarbon chains get closed via re-attachment at some other open bond locations.
However, the screening effect of hydrogen atoms in the Ar|H case makes the closing of long
hydrocarbon chains difficult even if there are available binding sites. Although this effect is
hard to quantify it is clearly visible in the simulations. Nevertheless, the resulting effect can be
seen in the bond variation as shown in table1. The steric repulsion arising between H atoms
connected to different C atoms keeps the linear chains straight in the case of Ar|H simulations.

The subsequent Ar impacts cause further breaking of C–C bonds resulting in the
detachment of unsaturated molecules from the sample. The bond breaking was either by direct
bombardment or by the knock-on atoms. Since the outermost atoms of the linear carbon chains
are covered with hydrogen in the Ar|H case, the detached molecule fails to re-attach to any other
available bonding site. Hence, the unsaturated molecule leaves the sample. As can be seen from
the temporal distribution of the eroded particles, all of the molecules were ejected within 5 ps
after Ar impact. The kinetic energy distribution of the eroded particles (see figure9) shows that
the ejected molecules are not thermalized. None of the emitted carbon atoms came out as CH4 in
either the Ar-alone or Ar|H simulations. The analysis of the sputtered species in each case shows
that the fraction of radicals having more than 4 carbon atoms is low, which is in agreement with
the existing results for co-bombardment simulations performed with low energy noble gas ions
and hydrogen atoms (5 and 10 eV) on a-C:H films [40].

The chemical and momentum transfer effects involved in the erosion process can be
clearly distinguished. The ejection of CxHy radicals is entirely a momentum transfer effect. The
erosion of unsaturated hydrocarbon radicals from deuterated amorphous carbon layers at 300 K
due to 100 eV deuterium ion bombardment has been reported recently by Marianet al [25].
The mechanism of erosion is physical sputtering, as in the final emission step of the present
case. However, the steric repulsion which arises due to excess hydrogen on the surface in our
simulations is purely chemical in origin and is responsible for the increased sputtering yield.

The profile of the initial locations of the eroded carbon atoms within the sample shows
that the erosion happens from the top layers (mean depth≈ 6 Å w.r.t. the modified surface).
Most of the sample remains undisturbed since the displaced C atoms are localized within a few
angstrom of the surface as shown in figure5. The profile of added hydrogen atoms (figure4)
shows that they are mainly confined to a few surface layers. Diffusion effects are not prominent
on the simulation timescales. The observed erosion timescales (≈ ps) are much faster than
the typical molecular diffusion time (≈ µs). Unlike a-C:H layers, diffusion could be a dominant
mechanism for the structurally different hydrogenated graphite, as reported by Vietzke [41]. The
detailed study of diffusion processes requires algorithms capable of handling longer timescales
than MD, which is not in the scope of the present study.

5. Conclusion

The molecular dynamics simulations show an increased carbon erosion yield of a-C:H layers
due to the bombardment of energetic argon atoms in the presence of very-low-energy hydrogen
atoms, as compared to physical sputtering by argon ions only. This increase of the erosion yield
has also been observed in experiments [13].

The mechanism which leads to the yield enhancement in the simulations,hydrogen
enhanced physical sputtering(HEPS), can be described by the following steps: first, the
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energetic argon ions create dangling bonds within the penetration range. Then the abundant
hydrogen atoms saturate most of the broken bonds in the first few atomic layers. Subsequent Ar
bombardment causes the breaking of more C–C bonds. Up to this point the observed mechanism
coincides with the atomistic model proposed in [13, 14], where it is also assumed that the
ion bombardment breaks C–C bonds and hydrogen attachment prevents the recombination of
the broken bonds. However, in the MD simulations, we see that the steric repulsion which
arises from H atoms bound to neighbouring C atoms in the top layer plays an important role
in preventing the recombination of broken C–C bonds. Finally, the release of hydrocarbon
molecules is caused by a physical sputtering step. Hence, the emitted molecules are energetic
radicals as opposed to the thermalized and saturated hydrocarbon molecules proposed by Hopf
et al [14].

The HEPS mechanism is a fast surface erosion process and the timescales are in the
picosecond range. Within the total time of 4.3 ns of the cumulative simulations no indication
of diffusion of isolated saturated hydrocarbon molecules could be detected and the relative ratio
of the experimental and simulated yields for physical sputtering and HEPS do not indicate the
need for additional mechanisms to explain the experimental data. On the other hand, we cannot
exclude the possibility that the diffusion process suggested in [14] may contribute on timescales
(ms) not accessible with MD simulations.

In future studies, the dependence of the erosion yield on the Ar/H ratio, the argon energy
and the angle of incidence will be examined.
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